INTERNSHIP IN SPAIN
Customer service and sales in Barcelona

Company dedicated to translation services, based in Barcelona, Spain.

DESCRIPTION

• You will be in charge of: create quality content to promote Web Blogs on the net (Blogging)
• promote websites on the most important social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Pinterest, Instagram, Blog)
• analyse statistics in order to make conclusions and carry out improvements
• carry out changes on the website using code (HTML)
• image editing
• carry out Marketing campaigns (Promotions, Competitions...)
• write articles (published in a blog); look for forums and participation
• introduce content on WebPages
• SEO positioning
• look for commercial contacts and introduce them into databases
• call clients or potential clients, other
• tasks related to marketing and commercial management.

DETAILS

• Languages: English and Spanish
• Duration: 3 months or more
• Salary: Accommodation and city transport